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ILFORD COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL
Course Content Booklet- Introduction

This booklet will provide a detailed overview of each of the courses offered for study at A
Level in Ilford County High school Sixth Form (subject to numbers). All courses commence
from September 2021.
The information contained within this booklet will allow the applicant to determine whether
they are suitable for studying a specific subject at A Level. The course guide explores what
skills are required for the specific courses on offer, entry requirements, the study content of
a particular subject and the skills obtained at the end of the A level.
All students, at the time of making their selection, will be required to select either Pathway A
(3 A Levels) or Pathway B (4 A Levels). Details regarding entry requirements for each pathway
can be found later in this booklet.
All students will be expected to continue with a minimum of 3 A Levels for their final year of
A Levels. All public examinations (excluding controlled assessments, coursework or practical
tests) will take place in the summer term of the final year of the course.

The Leadership Team
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Entry Criteria into Ilford County High School Sixth Form
Entry Requirements –September 2021

Pathway A = 3 A Levels
In order to enter the Sixth Form at Ilford County High School students must meet the minimum entry
requirements. The same academic entry criteria applies to both internal and external applicants.
1. Students must achieve at least 8 GCSE qualifications with an average grade/point score of 6
or higher.
2. At least 6 of the GCSE qualifications must be a grade 6 or higher.
3. Students must achieve a GCSE English and GCSE Mathematics at grade 5 or higher
4. The top 8 subjects must have been completed after May of the last academic year (i.e. in the
last 16 months)
5. Students must meet the specific course entry requirements which they wish to study (details
of specific course entry requirements can be found in this booklet)

Pathway B= 4 A Levels
In order to enter the Sixth Form at Ilford County High School students must meet the minimum entry
requirements. The same academic entry criteria applies to both internal and external applicants.
1. Students must achieve at least 8 GCSE qualifications with an average grade/point score of 7
or higher.
2. At least 6 of the GCSE qualifications must be a grade 7 or higher.
3. Students must achieve a GCSE English and GCSE Mathematics at grade 6 or higher
4. The top 8 subjects must have been completed after May of the last academic year (i.e. in the
last 16 months)
5. Students must meet the specific course entry requirements which they wish to study (details
of specific course entry requirements can be found in this booklet)
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Summary of Entry Requirements
Please note that entry requirements are stated in terms of GCSE results since we consider these the best indicator of
ability to pursue academic A Levels. Other qualifications will be considered, but the school reserves the right to make
its own judgement upon the merits of non- GCSE qualifications.
Subject details are believed to be correct at the time of printing but are subject to change. The subjects on offer are
all expected to be available for study in September 2021 but may be withdrawn in response to demand and available
resources. The number of places in each subject is limited.
SUBJECT

GCSE ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Art & Design
Biology
Chemistry
Computer Science
Design & Technology
Economics
English Language &
Literature
English Literature
Geography

Art & Design 6
Biology 6 or Double Science 7,7
Chemistry 6 or Double Science 7,7
Computer Science 7
Any D&T discipline 6
Maths 6 and English Language 6
English Language and Literature 6

History

History 6

Politics

History 6 or English Language 6

History

History 6

Mathematics

Maths 7

Further Mathematics

Maths 8

Modern Foreign
Languages
(French, German,
Spanish)
Music

Grade 6 in the language chosen for A Level

Physical Education

Physical Education 6 and Biology 6

Physics

Physics 6 or Double Science 7,7

Psychology

English Language 6 and Maths 6

Religious Studies

Religious Studies 6 or English Language 6

English Literature 6
Geography 6

OTHER

Exceptional circumstances may accept a
grade 7 in any Humanity subject
Exceptional circumstances may accept a
grade 7 in English or any Humanity
subject
Exceptional circumstances may accept a
grade 7 in English or any Humanity
subject

Music 6
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This can only be selected on a Pathway B
programme of study (along with A level
Mathematics)

Possible entry route via instrument,
theory or composition.

Art
What will you study?
Unit 1 – Here pupils will develop a portfolio of work using a range
of different media, exploring two different projects, each taking
a number of months to complete.
a. Environments. Pupils will develop work focusing on their
internal and external surroundings, their social interests and the
work of others.
b. Personal project. Here pupils create their own project ideas
and develop a body of work for these. They review and refine
their preferred media and techniques to produce a range of
strong outcomes for assessment.
Units 2 will be an externally set title, devised by AQA, where
pupils have the freedom to develop their own concepts, with
teacher support and recommendation, before composing a final
outcome.

How will you be taught?
Initially teacher led for the Coursework unit, exploring a range of
techniques and concepts. Then pupils develop their own ideas,
linking to the themes, with the support and guidance of the
teacher. Suggested methods used to achieve the highest levels
on the AQA marking criteria, while also helping pupils to develop
their own styles and concepts.

What will the assessment look like?

Subject

Art and Design

Key facts

AQA Specification.
Range of skills taught and used,
including
painting,
printing,
sculpture and Photoshop design.

Examination
results:
2016-2017
2017-2018
2018-2019
2019-2020
Entry
requirements
Subject specific
Extracurricular
development
(e.g. trips/ visits/
conferences
offered)

100%
100%
100%
100%

A*- A
A*- B
A*- C
A*- A

9- 6 at GCSE Art & Design

Two visits to London based
galleries and other locations in the
capital.

Degree
opportunities

Architecture
Illustration
Fine Art
Animation
Video Game / Film Design
Photography
Fashion Design

Head of
Teaching &
Learning

Mr Stutchbury

You will take the full A2 (2 year) course. This is split into two
sections – Coursework (Units 1) and an Exam project (Unit 2). Coursework has a 60% final grade weighting while
the Exam unit consists of the remaining 40%.
You will be marked throughout the two years by your teacher, before displaying your work in the annual Art
Exhibition, which will be assessed by an external examiner, before being viewed by the public.

Skills developed?
Range of skills taught, used and built upon prior knowledge,
including drawing and painting on a large scale, charcoal and
pastel manipulation, a range of printing techniques, clay and wire
sculpture and Photoshop design.
Introduced to the work of artists from a range of different artistic
movements and taught how to successfully link their ideas to
these.

Why choose this course?
Our Sixth Form A-level course produces exciting and often large scale work, which can be seen in the superb
acrylic paintings displayed around the school. In addition to Fine Art and Graphic based courses ICHS students
often secure places to study Architecture at degree level through the high quality portfolio of art work which
they have produced during their A-Level studies.
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Biology
What will you study?
The course builds on key concepts learnt at GCSE as well as
introducing new topics.
Students are introduced to basic biochemistry. Animal
physiology, plant science and ecology are revisited and
elaborated. The role of nucleic acids in determining protein
structure and hence the characteristics of organisms is studied.
This knowledge informs how the role of genetics and natural
selection drives evolution and how humans are using this
knowledge in research, medicine and industry.

Subject

Biology

Key facts

Assessed by 3 written papers (A2)
CPAC (A2) is assessed continuously
throughout the course.

Subject specific
Extracurricular
development
(e.g. trips/
visits/
conferences
offered)

Students should be actively reading
around the subject area. We
recommend New Scientist and
Biological Science Review.
Appropriate trips and activities are
offered as and when they arise.
Opportunities are available to
support younger pupils studying
biology and/or become a member of
the Biology Society.

Degree
opportunities

Medicine
Dentistry
Biochemistry
Genetics

Head of
Teaching &
Learning

Mrs R Bansal

How will you be taught?
There will be a range of teaching approaches to deliver the
biology course. Practical activities are a key component of the
subject and our course. Pupils will have practical lessons on a
regular basis. They will need a lab coat in order to complete
practical work, all other safety equipment is provided.

What will the assessment look like?

Pupils are assessed regularly through the course by common assessment tests.
There are 3 external papers for A level.
Paper 1: Biochemistry, cells, exchanges with the environment, genetic information and relevant practical skills
(35%)
Paper 2: Energy transfers, homeostasis, genetics, gene expression and ecology and relevant skills (35%)
Paper 3: All topics and relevant practical skills, including an essay.

Skills developed?
•
•
•
•
•

Numeracy
Literacy
Practical laboratory skills
Examination
Scientific literacy

Why choose this course?
Biology is an interesting and relevant subject. It is a highly respected academic A level and makes an excellent
choice offering access to a wide variety of university courses and careers. Biology is considered by universities
and employers to be a demanding subject. The skills developed are transferable to a wide range of career
opportunities above and beyond medicine. You will need Biology for most degrees in medicine, dentistry,
veterinary medicine but Biology is also highly recommended for courses such as biochemistry, pharmacy,
optometry and sports science.
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Chemistry
What will you study?
The course is broken down into the three component parts of
Chemistry: physical, inorganic and organic. Students delve into
the finer details of atomic structure and bonding before tackling
the more quantitative aspects of physical chemistry exploring
how and why chemical reactions happen. Inorganic chemistry
topics will look at patterns in the periodic table in terms of
physical properties and chemical behaviour. Organic chemistry
takes students into a fascinating realm of carbon chemistry,
exploring numerous reactions; including their mechanisms.

Subject

Chemistry

Key facts

9 hours a fortnight taught plus selfstudy and homework
3 Exams in June (2 hours per exam)
12 Required Practical Areas –
students complete at least 20
practical’s to secure a pass.
Cambridge Chemistry Challenge
International Chemistry Olympiad
Chemistry in Action Lectures
RSC Online Lectures

Subject specific
Extracurricular
development
Degree
opportunities

How will you be taught?

Medicine
Dentistry
Veterinary Medicine
Chemistry
Biochemistry
Chemical engineering
Pharmacy
Natural Sciences
Mrs R Rahman

There will be a range of teaching approaches used to deliver the
chemistry course. Practical work is a big part of the subject and
Head of
our course. Pupils will have a double lesson of practical work a Teaching &
week. Students will need a lab coat to complete practical work. Learning
Students complete 1 or 2 essay questions a year to develop academic literacy skills and scholarly research.
Students also engage well with modelling of abstract ideas in a variety of ways.

What will the assessment look like?
Pupils are assessed regularly though the course by common assessment tests.
There are 3 external examination papers for A Level.
Paper 1: Inorganic and relevant physical chemistry (35%)
Paper 2: Organic and relevant physical chemistry (35%)
Paper 3: Synoptic with a focus on practical skills (30%)
Assessment of practical skills in school will contribute to the stand-alone practical endorsement qualification.

Skills developed?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Logical thinking
Handling apparatus skilfully and safely
Data handling and numeracy
Scientific literacy and verbal reasoning
Communication (written and oral)
Spatial awareness
Problem solving
Analytical skill
Investigative skills

Why choose this course?
Chemistry is a fascinating subject and one which leads to a huge variety of university courses and careers. It will
give you an appreciation of the material word around you. It is recognised as a demanding course as it will
inevitably help you to develop higher order thinking skills and that is what makes it such a valuable subject to
study.
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Computer Science
What will you study?
A Level Content Below
1. Fundamentals of
programming
2. Fundamentals of data
structures
3. Fundamentals of
algorithms
4. Theory of computation
5. Fundamentals of data
representation
6. Fundamentals of
computer systems

Subject

Computer Science

Key facts

AQA specification.
High Mathematical content
Programming language taught is
Python (Paper 1)
Choice of programming language for
non-exam assessment.

Subject specific
Extracurricular
development
(e.g. trips/
visits/
conferences
offered)
Degree
opportunities

Running Coding Clubs at Primary
school(s) in Redbridge.

Head of
Teaching &
Learning

Mr Taylor

10. Fundamentals of
databases
11. Big Data
12. Fundamentals of
functional programming
13. Systematic approach to
problem solving
14. Non-exam assessment the computing practical
project

7. Fundamentals of
computer organisation
and architecture

Mentor GCSE Students

Computer Science, Engineering,
Pure Science (Physics, Chemistry,
etc.) Mathematics, Medicine,
Economics, Games Programming.

8. Consequences of uses of
computing
9. Fundamentals of
communication and
networking

How will you be taught?
You will be taught to work individually, independently as well as in groups. A significant amount of teaching is
unplugged (away from computers). The emphasis is on computational thinking i.e. abstract thinking, general
problem solving, algorithmic and mathematical reasoning, scientific and engineering-based thinking. You will be
expected to read around the subject and keep a journal/blog to demonstrate your interest in the subject.
Homework will be set regularly to allow you to develop your knowledge, understanding and skills. You will be
expected to work on assignments at home as well as in school.

What will the assessment look like?
Advanced Level (A level)
• An on-screen exam (2.5 hours) makes up 40% of the A Level. This paper tests your ability to program, as
well as your theoretical knowledge of Computer Science from subject content 1-4 above. You will answer
a series of short questions and write/adapt/extend programs in an Electronic Answer Document.
• A written exam (2.5 hours) makes up another 40% of the A Level. This tests topic knowledge and
understanding for topics 7 – 12 above. It is made up of compulsory short-answer and extended-answer
questions.
• Non-exam assessment (practical project – coursework) which assesses your ability to use the knowledge
and skills gained through the course to solve a practical problem. This makes up 20% of the A level.
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Skills developed?
• Computational thinking i.e. abstract thinking, general problem solving, algorithmic and mathematical
reasoning, scientific and engineering-based thinking;
• Programming;
• Project Management

Why choose this course?
This new specification has been designed for students who wish to go on to higher education courses or
employment where knowledge of Computing would be beneficial.
The course is not about learning to use tools or just training in a programming language. Instead the emphasis
is on computational thinking. Computational thinking is a kind of reasoning used both by humans and machines.
Thinking computationally is an important life skill. Computer Science involves questions that have the potential
to change how we view the world. For example, we may be computing with DNA at some stage in the future
with computer circuits made of genes. This leads to the question does the natural world ’compute’?
Experimental Computer Science can be done with computers where we can learn more about the natural world
by observing the emergent behaviour of a colony of interacting software agents in a simulation.
Computing/Computer Science is about designing new algorithms to solve new problems. In this sense Computer
Science is no more about computers than astronomy is about telescopes. Many great challenges lie in the future
for Computer Scientists to solve. This course, with its emphasis on abstract thinking, general problem solving,
algorithmic and mathematical reasoning, scientific and engineering-based thinking, is a good foundation for
understanding these future challenges.
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Design and Technology: Product Design
What will you study?
Product Design will encourage students to understand the
needs of their client, to develop their primary research skills and
to communicate effectively by presenting a range of design
proposals. Students will appreciate the importance of
manufacturing high quality products, which is fit for purpose
and solves a realistic problem identified by the client.

Subject

Design and Technology: Product
Design

Key Facts

AQA – New Specification Sept 2017
A Level Course:
30% Paper 1
20% Paper 2
50% Non-Exam Assessment
Awareness of the New Technologies
Appreciate presentation techniques
used in T.V. shows; Dragons Den and
The Apprentice.
Visits to Museums; Design Museum,
V&A Museum, Welcome Museum.
Engineering / Architecture
All Design Courses
Product Development
Production/Manufacturing
Mr H Ibrahim

Subject specific
extra-curricular
development

How will you be taught?
Students will be required to choose an A Level route in Product
Design.

Degree
opportunities
Head of

In the first year of the course, students will complete a range of Teaching &
Non-Exam Assessment (NEA) tasks which will consist of design Learning
and make activities, developing their tool handling skills, manufacturing techniques, materials knowledge and
working properties, all of which will challenge and inspire students to problem solve throughout the year.
In the second year, students will use their knowledge and skills to undertake a single major project, working
primarily on solving a real problem, for a real client. Students will receive weekly theoretical lessons to develop
their subject knowledge throughout the two years.

What will the assessment look like?
A Level Product Design is assessed through 50% Non-Exam Assessment, whereby an electronic portfolio is
submitted, along with a single high quality practical outcome. The examination is in two parts; Paper 1 is 30% (2
hours and 30 minutes), Paper 2 is 20% (1 hours and 30 minutes) and is marked externally.

Skills developed?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Problem solving
Presentation techniques
Design skills (both drawing and CAD)
Drawn design concepts into 3D models
Manufacturing skills (using hand tools and CAM)
Working knowledge and application of materials
Understanding industry related manufacturing.

Why choose this course?
•
•
•
•

To enhance problem solving skills using technical solutions
To develop your knowledge and understanding of design and manufacturing
To improve your working knowledge of materials and industry related manufacturing processes
To build an enhanced portfolio of work to aid with university/future career applications.
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Economics
What will you study?

Subject

Economics

You will study the new AQA, 2 year linear course. The
specification is split into two main sections, consisting of
microeconomic and macroeconomic issues, although there are
significant linkages between the two.

Key facts

How will you be taught?

Entry
requirements

*AQA Specification
2 year programme of study
* 2 main sections, divided into micro
and macro economics
* Assessment after 2 years through
3 two hour written papers

You will be taught using a range of teaching techniques such as
group/pair work, mini lectures, research projects, role play and
discussion/debates. There will necessarily be some teacher-led
lessons but the main emphasis will be on developing the skills
and interest necessary for independent learning to take place.

What will the assessment look like?
Paper 1: Markets and market failure, with a 2 hour written
examination, in which one data response and one essay
question will be answered.

Subject specific
Extracurricular
development
(e.g. trips/
visits/
conferences
offered)
Degree
opportunities

At least a B grade in Maths and
English GCSE.
Preferably A-C grades in major
GCSE subjects.

Revision and student
conferences
Bank of England Target 2.0
Competition
Student Investor Challenge
Economics Society
Student Support Club
Economics as the sole degree
subject at all major universities, or
economics with a range of other
subjects such as, maths, history,
philosophy, politics, geography,
languages and accounting,
management and finance.

Paper 2: National and international economy, with a 2 hour
written paper, in which one data response and one essay question will be answered

Paper 3: Economic principles and issues, with a 2 hour written paper consisting of multiple choice and case
study questions.

Skills developed?
You will be expected to acquire competence in quantitative skills that are relevant to the subject content and to
be familiar with the various types of statistical and other data which are commonly used by economists. You will
be encouraged to develop a critical approach to economic models and methods of enquiry and to appreciate
that value judgements play an important role in economic decision making. You will be provided with the
opportunity to explore the disagreements that exist between economists and current economic controversies.
You will be encouraged to formulate your own opinions on these matters.

Why choose this course?
You will:
•

acquire an understanding of how the economy works and thus be a better informed citizen

•

enjoy the lively debates which will emerge throughout the course which will cross over into the areas
of politics, philosophy, sociology

•

obtain an A-level qualification which is highly valued by all universities, and which can be studied by
itself in higher education or with a range of different subjects including, maths, philosophy, politics,
geography, history and accounting and finance

•

be well placed with a degree in economics to enter a range of different professions.
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English Language and Literature
What will you study?

Subject

EDEXCEL Language and Literature

Key facts

Combines the study of features of
language in texts, from phonology,
grammar and structure, to a
thorough analysis of literary features
of texts; pupils are also expected to
demonstrate these features in a
portfolio of their own writing.

The EDEXCEL English Language and Literature course.

How will you be taught?
Planned lessons, group discussion and presentations.

Subject specific
Extracurricular
development
(e.g. trips/
visits/
conferences
offered)
Degree
opportunities

Head of
Teaching &
Learning

Skills developed?

Trips to plays, exhibits, historical
homes, films are all possible, but will
expect pupil collaboration in
planning
English, English Literature, liberal
arts courses such as sociology,
Psychology, History, Law, Politics,
and of course journalism, creative
writing, broadcasting, Economics,
Business, public relations
Ms E Philpott

Pupils develop analytical skills with which to interpret and evaluate how authors use language to craft meaning.
Pupils learn to consider contextual issues, both the context of the author’s own time, when the text was
produced, and how that text was received both then and now, by a modern audience. Pupils also develop their
own writing skills, and must demonstrate their understanding of literary and language techniques through their
own writing.

Why choose this course?
This course offers a certain amount of flexibility so that pupils can pursue
their interests, both in their creative coursework and in wider independent
reading, which is an expected feature of the course. Thus, the course may
be tailored, to some extent, to a future career path. Whether or not a pupil
goes on to ‘read’ English, the communication skills developed in this course
will certainly benefit any course of academic study. The deep analysis of
meaning develops pupils’ insight, and makes them scrutinise and be critical
of texts, and their author’s intentions. The analysis of how language works
help pupils to develop their own verbal and written expression, and help to
prepare them for any career in which verbal and written expression is valued.
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English Literature
What will you study?

Subject

English Literature

Dramatic Comedy (e.g. ’Twelfth Night’)

Key facts

Transferable skills enable young
people to face the demands of
further and higher education, as well
as the demands of the workplace.

Subject specific
Extracurricular
development
(e.g. trips/
visits/
conferences
offered)
Degree
opportunities
Head of
Teaching &
Learning

Theatre trips and student
conferences

Prose texts exploring colonisation and its aftermath (e.g.’ Heart
of Darkness’)
Students are able to choose their own texts for the coursework
element in Year 13. Previous students have chosen exciting
options like: ‘Kite Runner’ and ‘In Cold Blood.’
Poetry (e.g. Christina Rossetti and T.S. Eliot)

How will you be taught?
Planned Lessons, group discussion and presentations.

What will the assessment look like?
3 examinations: Drama, prose and poetry
1 coursework essay (2500-3000 words)

Skills developed?
This qualification provides progression from GCSE building on skills of analysing,
evaluating and comparing texts and writing skills, including accurate spelling,
punctuation and grammar.

Why choose this course?
The Advanced GCE will allow students to develop a broader and deeper
understanding of English Literature and allow them to develop higher English
Literature skills.
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All
Miss E Philpott

Further Mathematics
What will you study?
You will study the same material as at A-level Mathematics
during your maths lessons. In your Further Mathematics
lessons, you will look at some demanding topics which build on
earlier work. The standout topics at Further Mathematics are:
Complex Numbers, Differential Equations, Vectors and
Matrices. We follow the Pearson Edexcel Level 3 Advanced GCE
in Further Mathematics syllabus. This consists of two
compulsory Further Pure Mathematics components and two
Further Mathematics optional components. The two optional
components are selected from Further Pure, Further Statistics
and Further Mechanics.

Subject

Further Mathematics

Key facts

Your A-Level Mathematics will be
completed in Year 12 and you will
then focus solely on Further
Mathematics in Year 13. For Further
Mathematics you will take two
Further Pure Mathematics papers
and two optional papers.
Primary school outreach is offered
Opportunity to peer tutor

Subject specific
Extracurricular
development
(e.g. trips/
visits/
conferences
offered)
Degree
opportunities
Head of
Teaching &
Learning

How will you be taught?

Maths, science, engineering,
economics, Psychology, Computer
Science, Finance and many others.
Mr J Hampton

Most lessons are teacher-led where the teacher is introducing mathematical concepts and then discussing
related problems. Pupils are expected to contribute their ideas and encouraged to develop their problem solving
skills. Pupils work through problems to gain confidence and understanding of the work covered. Any resulting
difficulties would be discussed in the subsequent lesson and support is offered from the class teacher. Pupils are
tested at the end of every chapter in order to ensure accurate targets for improvement are given. They are then
expected to work through any remaining problems by working through additional material with the support of
their teachers.

What will the assessment look like?
A-level Further Mathematics will be examined by four linear one and a half hour exams. The first two papers
will cover Pure Mathematics and the other two optional papers will test Applied Mathematics (Further Statistics
and Further Mechanics).

Skills developed?
A strong sense of numeracy, logic, ability to problem solve and deep powers of analysis. In addition to these
skills qualities of tenacity and perseverance are very necessary.

Why choose this course?
For an unshakeable love of Mathematics and a willingness to solve
challenging problems. Obviously Further Mathematics is the
passport to many career destinations, as already mentioned, but
this cannot replace an enthusiasm and curiosity for the subject.
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Geography
What will you study?

Subject

Geography A level

Your Geography course is complex and dynamic covering
physical and human environments and the complex interaction
of processes that shape our world. It will also show the applied
aspects of the subject - how human intervention affects the
environment and how people adapt and mitigate the effects of
processes on their environment. At A level you will study
coastal systems, changing spaces; making places and hazardous
earth, earth’s life support systems, global migration, climate
change and complete an independent investigation. You will
also learn and acquire geographical skills, debating techniques,
fieldwork techniques.

Key facts

A facilitating subject for Russell
Group Universities
A level – Landscape systems, Earth’s
life support systems, changing
spaces; making places, climate
change and global connections
Fieldwork in Year 12 and 13
Coursework

Subject specific
Extracurricular
development
(e.g. trips/
visits/
conferences
offered)

Residential Trip or day trips

How will you be taught?

Degree
opportunities

Geography is in the top 10 of
recession proof degrees. Many
degrees offer a year abroad. Joint
honours degrees with Economics,
Business or Management is a
popular combination. Related
degrees include; Earth Science,
Planning, Civil Engineering,
International Relations,
Development Studies, Geology,
Sociology, Environmental Science.

Two teachers will deliver geography A Level, teaching both
physical and human geography. Lessons are usually classroom
based, but will involve a wide range of teaching and learning
strategies such as group work, presentations, decision-making,
peer and self-assessment. You will learn in a wide variety of
ways; using maps, GIS skills, data analysis, photos, videos,
podcasts, as well as attending lectures and study days. You will
be encouraged to frame your own questions using higher level thinking skills and showing your grasp of complex
issues through report and essay writing.

What will the assessment look like?
Content Overview Assessment Overview
Landscape Systems • Changing Spaces; Making Places • Fieldwork • Geographical Skills Landscape and place
(01) 82 marks 1 hour 45 minute written paper 55% of total AS level Optionality
Study 1 of 5 • Climate Change • Disease Dilemmas • Exploring Oceans • Future of Food • Hazardous Earth •
Geographical Skills Geographical debates (02)* 68 marks 1 hour 30 minute written paper 45% of total AS level *
Indicates inclusion of synoptic assessment.
Learners take all components: 01, 02, 03 and 04 OR 01, 02, 03 and 05 to be awarded the OCR A Level in
Geography.
Content Overview Assessment Overview
Landscape Systems • Earth’s Life Support Systems • Geographical Skills Physical systems (01) 66 marks 1 hour
30 minute written paper 22% of total A level
Changing Spaces; Making Places • Global Connections • Geographical Skills Human interactions (02) 66 marks 1
hour 30 minute written paper 22% of total A level Optionality
Study 2 of 5 • Climate Change • Disease Dilemmas • Exploring Oceans • Future of Food • Hazardous Earth •
Geographical Skills Geographical debates (03)* 108 marks 2 hours 30 minute written paper 36% of total A level
Independent Investigation • Investigative geography (04/05)* 60 marks Non-examination assessment (NEA) 20%
of total A level *Indicates inclusion of synoptic assessment
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Skills developed?
Geography offers the opportunity to acquire both subject specific
and transferable skills and to become an independent thinker and
learner.
Students will develop thinking skills, specifically expertise in
integrating, analysing and synthesising information from a range of
sources, gained by working with complex environments and issues.
Additionally geography allows students to acquire practical skills, by
working in teams on desk and field-based research, geographers are
versed in project management including planning, execution and
evaluation; this involves skills such as time-management, risk-assessment, problem solving and analysis.
Geography also requires the generation and use of a diversity of data types (text, numbers, images and maps).
You will develop excellent literacy, numeracy and graphicacy skills and be able to manipulate and present these
various data using a range of ICT formats, including geographical information systems (GIS).

Why choose this course?
The world in which we live is likely to change more in the next 50 years than it has ever done before. Geography
explains why this is and helps to prepare you for those changes. The transferable skills that Geography fosters
are an asset in the complex world of employment today.
• For example, for careers in the world of business an understanding of global economics forms an important
part of geography.
• If you are thinking of a career in law or international relations then geography gives you the opportunity to
consider relevant issues such as development and migration.
• If you are aiming at a future course in Medicine then geography is a good choice to give your A Level options
the breadth that universities like as you will gain a clear understanding of how the environment affects
health and survival of people, as well as enhancing your skills of writing essays and extended reports.
Of course you may not yet have a clear idea of what kind of career to pursue so remember that geography
combines well with both arts and science subjects and is a broad based subject at A Level that gives you the
chance to keep your options open and fits well for future progression.
Geography is highly valued by universities as an A level choice. It is one of the facilitating subjects for Russell
Group universities, choosing geography will keep more options open to you at university.
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History
What will you study?

In History you will study themes in breadth as well as others in
depth, with consideration of interpretations. In Year 12 you
will undertake a period study with a source based enquiry
element, encompassing Britain from 1930 to 1997. This will
be accompanied by a period study of Russia from 1645 – 1741.
These units will encompass issues such as philosophy,
sociology, religion, politics and economics.
In Year 13 you will pursue a thematic study of the Changing
Nature of Warfare 1792-1945 and three in-depth studies of
events, individuals and issues as part of that theme. This unit
will provide opportunities to develop some of the most
sophisticated of historical skills such as the evaluation of
historical interpretations.
During Year 13, you will also complete an internally assessed,
externally moderated coursework assignment on a topic of
your choosing.

Subject

OCR History A Level

Key facts

A facilitating subject for Russell Group
and other competitive universities
Paper 1: Britain 1930-1997
Paper 2: Russia 1645-1741
Paper 3: The Changing Nature of
Warfare 1792-1945
Paper 4: Coursework assignment

Extracurricular
development

Head of
Teaching &
Learning

Wider reading is highly
recommended and we advise
students to make full use of the
cultural institutions London has to
offer.
Access to a university library for
coursework.
Mrs Z Khan

How will you be taught?

Three teachers will deliver History A Level. A broad range of teaching methodologies will be used. Students
enjoy group and paired work, debate, presentation, research, seminar style and discussion activities. Learning
is embedded in enquiry and students at ICHS are alive to changing views of the past. The development of
students’ effective essay writing skills is a strength of the History Department. Higher order questioning and
development of coherent arguments are a feature of students who have studied History at the school.

What will the assessment look like?
A Level History

Unit 1 (Y113) Britain 1930-1997.
50 marks, 1 hour 30 minute paper, 25% of total A level.
• One 30 mark compulsory sources question.
• One 20 mark essay question from a choice of two.
Unit 2 (Y210) Russia 1645-1741.
30 marks, 1 hour paper, 15% of total A level.
• One question (consisting of a 10 mark component and a 20 mark component) from a choice of two.
Unit 3 (Y315) The Changing Nature of Warfare, 1792-1945.
80 marks, 2 hour 30 minute paper, 40% of total A level
• One compulsory 30 mark interpretations question.
• Two 25 mark essay questions (out of a choice of three).
Unit 4 (Y100) Coursework.
3000–4000 word essay, 40 marks, 20% of total A level.
• This is on a topic of the candidate’s choosing – subject to approval by OCR.
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Skills developed?

A range of transferable skills are developed within this A Level. Analytical writing and evaluation of evidence is
central to the study of History. In addition, History students leave ICHS being able to ask insightful questions,
build a strong personal argument and understand world events within their wider context. Speaking and
listening skills are honed, and succinctness is encouraged.

Why choose this course?

History allows us to understand why people and
societies act in the ways that they do. It is a wellrespected A Level amongst university admissions tutors
and ensures that students experience the rigour and
research approaches that are required at university.
The teaching standard and results within the History
Department at ICHS have been consistently high over
the past five years. In addition, the department is
respected and highly-rated by students who express
their love of the subject through pupil-voice and their continued study at degree level.
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Mathematics
What will you study?
The A-level syllabus in Mathematics is designed to enable
students to develop mathematical understanding, to reason
logically, to generalise and construct proofs, to recognise how
different areas of mathematics are connected, to apply
mathematics and recognise its significance to other disciplines,
and to model ‘real world’ problems.
We study the Pearson Edexcel Level 3 Advanced GCE in
Mathematics syllabus.

How will you be taught?

Subject

Mathematics

Key facts

Pure to Applied content in the ratio
of 2:1.
Three linear two hour papers at the
end of the course.

Subject specific
Extracurricular
development
(e.g. trips/
visits/
conferences
offered)
Degree
opportunities

Primary school outreach is offered.

Maths, science, engineering,
economics, Psychology, Computer
Science, Finance and many others.

Most lessons are teacher-led where the teacher is introducing
mathematical concepts and then discussing related problems.
Head of
Mr J Hampton
Pupils are expected to contribute their ideas and encouraged to Teaching &
develop their problem solving skills. Pupils work through Learning
problems to gain confidence and understanding of the work covered. Any resulting difficulties would be
discussed in the subsequent lesson and support is offered from the class teacher. Pupils are tested at the end of
every chapter in order to ensure accurate targets for improvement are given. They are then expected to work
through any remaining problems by working through additional material with the support of their teachers.

What will the assessment look like?
A-level Mathematics will be examined by three linear two hour papers. Two of these papers will examine Pure
Mathematics and the third paper will cover Statistics and Mechanics.

Skills developed?
Good mathematicians are sought after for their numeracy, their logic, their problem solving, their ability to
reason, analytical and administrative skills.

Why choose this course?
Primarily, an interest and enthusiasm for the subject. This
qualification is necessary to proceed to Degree courses such as
Mathematics, Physics, Astronomy, Engineering, Natural Science,
Computing, Management and Finance to name but a few. Other
subjects where a mathematics qualification is increasingly
important include Economics, Social Science, and Psychology. In
the workplace mathematicians are sought after for their
numeracy, their logic, their problem solving, analytical and
administrative skills.
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Modern Foreign Languages
What will you study?
Four chosen general topic areas related to youth concerns,
education, health issues and lifestyles and the world around us
with a cultural aspect of the target language country.
In Year 13, in-depth study of the above topics plus Arts and
Literature and Law and Order.

How will you be taught?
In small groups with current and authentic materials. Short
presentations, mini debates, films, group work and grammar
exercises.

What will the assessment look like?

Subject

French, German and Spanish

Key facts

A Level languages offer students to
develop skills in listening, speaking
and written aspects of a foreign
language.

Subject specific
Extracurricular
development
(e.g. trips/
visits/
conferences
offered)
Degree
opportunities

Work experiences in France,
Germany and Spain, Language
conferences, Goethe Institute,
French Institute

Many universities offer courses with
languages. Possibility of spending a
year abroad; possibility of working
with the EU.

A-Level MFL Assessment Breakdown:
Listening, reading and translation – 40% and 2 hours
Section A – Listening – 24 marks
Section B – Reading – 24 marks
Section C – Translation into English – 16 marks
Written response to works and translation – 30% and 2hrs 40mins
Section A – Translation from English into French
Section B – Written response to literary works
Section C – Written response to films
Speaking – 30% and 21-23 minutes
Task 1 – A discussion on a theme (students presented a stimulus containing two different statements)
Task 2 – Presentation and discussion on independent research

Skills developed?
SPEAKING: Students will be expected to give relevant and appropriate information, convey opinions, interact
and respond to a range of questions. For A-Level, students will be expected to interact effectively with the
teacher/examiner, defend their views and sustain discussion using the language of debate and argument.
LISTENING, READING AND WRITING: students will need to produce an essay to demonstrate an ability to
manipulate the French language in continuous prose.
For A-Level, They will undertake a research on a topic of their choice in target language and write an essay on it.
They will also demonstrate skills in advanced-level French/German/Spanish writing (discursive or creative essay).

Why choose this course?
Increasingly, employers are looking for people knowledge of languages
which is vital for development in the ever changing business set-up
because it allows for transferable skills. Languages develops analytical
thinking and improves written and verbal communication.
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Music
What will you study?
Component 1: Performing (30% of qualification)

Subject

Music

A public performance of one or more pieces, performed as a recital.

Key facts

An academically rigorous course that
requires composition, performing and
appraising skills.

Subject specific
Extracurricular
development
(E.g. trips/
visits/
conferences
offered)

A passion for music is collaboratively
shared amongst teaching staff and
students; after school composition
support is available; annual trips to
see and hear music groups from solo
artists to whole orchestras are
intended in future.

Degree
opportunities

There are many possible pathways
including ones for creatives, analysts,
writers and those more interested in
the science of sound.
Mr Dixon

Performance can be playing or singing solo, in an ensemble,
improvising, or realising music using music technology.
The total performance time across all pieces must be a minimum of
eight minutes.
Performances must be recorded after 1 March in the year of
certification and all materials for assessment submitted to arrive by
15 May in the year of certification.

Component 2: Composing (30% of qualification)
Total of two compositions, one to a brief set by Pearson and one
either free composition or also to a brief.

Specialist
Teacher

Total time across both submissions must be a minimum of six minutes.

Component 3: Appraising (40% of qualification)
One written paper of 2 hours 10 minutes.
Knowledge and understanding of musical elements, contexts and language.
Application of knowledge through the context of six areas of study, each with two set works.
The areas of study are: Vocal Music, Instrumental Music, Music for Film, Popular Music, Fusions, New Directions.

How will you be taught?
You will be taught music theory; compositional technique; performance practice and repertoire in lessons and after-school
support sessions.

Why choose this course?
Music is relevant for a large number of different fields.
It can lead to a career as a performer, composer, sound engineer/producer,
teacher/lecturer, journalist/broadcaster/publisher, and so many more!
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Personal Development
This is a non-examined subject that all students will undertake
What will you study?
The modules taught across each year group include topics such
as:
•
Physical and Mental Health
•
Addiction
•
Sex and Relationships
•
Careers
•
Citizenship (Politics, Law, etc.)

How will you be taught?

Subject

Personal Development

Key facts

A life skills based programme that
prepares students for the transition
to university, further study or the
world of work

Head of
Teaching &
Learning

Mr A Adams

Every student will take part in one hour of personal development across every two week period. Each half term,
they will explore a set module through structured lessons that build knowledge about the wider world and
develop their resilience to the challenges that await them as young adults. Throughout KS5, lessons make explicit
links to life beyond school to prepare them for their next steps, whether this will be further study or the
beginning of their working lives.
Pupils learning is built upon through discussion and reflection in Form Group activities, which link to current
events on both a local and national level.
Embedded within the PSHEE schedule are opportunities for the boys to learn about the work that CEOPS (Child
Exploitation and Online Protection Service) do to ensure that they are using the internet safely and securely. On
occasion pupils will also have the chance to participate in bespoke workshops delivered by external agencies.
These events are of a more ad hoc nature, depending very much on availability, with pupils being invited based
on their year group, personal circumstances and known contributions to wider learning interests and activities.
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Physical Education
What will you study?
At A Level the course will continue to be taught in 2 units;
H555: Principles and concepts of PE (3 theory concepts of Sociocultural issues, Sports Psychology & Exercise & Sport
Physiology)
H555: The improvement of effective performance and critical
evaluation of practical activities. Here you will be assessed on
one practical performance, as either a coach or a performer in
an activity. There is also a Performance Analysis task.

How will you be taught?
Lessons will consist of theory lesson content with some theory
taught through practical teaching. There will also be time to
develop your performance analysis skills along with your
practical performance skills.

What will the assessment look like?

Subject
Key facts

Physical Education
30% Practical
70% Theory

Subject specific
Extracurricular
development
(e.g. trips/
visits/
conferences
offered)

Elite Sport – Wednesday afternoon
sport include sports teams and an
opportunity to do a Sports Leader
level 3 course.

Degree
opportunities

Sports Science
Sports studies
Psychology
Sociology
Physiotherapy

Head of
Teaching &
Learning

Mr J Smith

H555: 1 x 2 hour written paper (90 marks), 2 x 1 hour written paper (120 marks). Worth 70% in total.
H555: Internally and externally moderated practical performance/coaching, and a performance analysis task.
(60 marks). Worth 30% in total.

Skills developed?
•
•
•
•
•

Physical competence & confidence
Physical & intellectual endeavour
Intellectual curiosity
Leadership
Communication

Why choose this course?
Studying A Level Physical Education will give you a
fantastic insight into the amazing world of sports
performance. Not only will you have the chance to
perform or coach a sport through the non-exam assessment component, you will also develop a wide-ranging
knowledge into the how and why of Physical activity and sport. The transferable skills you learn through your
study of Physical Education, such as decision making, and independent thinking are also useful in any career
path you choose to take.
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Physics
What will you study?

Subject

Physics

The A Level course encompasses a wide range of topics
including: Mechanics, Thermal Physics, Electricity and
Magnetism, Nuclear Physics, Fields, Particle Physics and
optional topics of Theoretical Physics.

Key facts

Examination Board AQA
Specialised teaching staff.
Many opportunities for practical
work beyond the required
experiments

How will you be taught?
Lessons are split between theory and experimental work.
During practical lessons, theory covered will be investigated
where appropriate. Practical work includes many experiments
beyond the required ones for the AQA course. Classes will
have two teachers each, covering separate topics
simultaneously. There is a strong emphasis on independent
work as well as assignments set in class. Online resources are
also used to support independent study, promote problem
solving skills and to assess progress throughout the year

Students monitored on a regular
basis.
Subject specific
extracurricular
development (e.g.
trips/ visits/
conferences
offered)

Entering national competitions.
Access to researchers in their fields
and online access to universities and
research organisations.
Opportunities to take part in
collaboration projects

Degree
opportunities

Physics, Engineering, Economics,
Mathematics, Chemistry.

Head of Teaching
and Learning

Mr B Hamid

What will the assessment look like?
Assessments are based on past paper questions from previous years. There are typically two written assessment
tests per half term. Practical assessment is based around set tasks via the exam board.

Skills developed?
Studying Physics provides one with a range of transferrable skills, these include:
•
•
•
•
•

Numerical skills
Problem solving skills
Analytical skills
Teamwork skills
Manual dexterity skills

Why choose this course?
The Physics department at Ilford County High School comprises three
specialist Physics teachers with a wide range of expertise. The
department is extremely well equipped with a large amount of
apparatus. Statistically, the Physics department is very strong in terms
of examination results. Our philosophy is that students not only leave
the department with excellent grades but a wealth of experiences
found in only a few schools nationally.
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Politics
What will you study?
1.

2.

3.

UK Politics: This unit introduces students to the key
channels of communication between government and the
people. It encourages them to evaluate the adequacy of
existing arrangements for ensuring representative
democracy and participation. This unit will also introduce
the core political ideas associated with conservatism,
liberalism and socialism.
UK Government: This unit introduces students to the major
governmental processes within the UK. It enables them to
develop a critical understanding of the role and
effectiveness of key institutions, and of the relationship
amongst them in the context of multi-level governance. This
unit will also introduce the political ideas associated with
anarchism.
Global Politics: This topic examines key issues in global
politics, including sovereignty and globalisation, political
and economic governance, human rights and
environmental protection, power, regionalism and the
European Union. This unit will also explore comparative
theories relating to global politics.

Subject

Edexcel Politics A Level

Key facts

Units:
(1) UK Politics
(2) UK Government
(3) Global Politics

Subject
specific
Extracurricular
development
(e.g. trips/
visits/
conferences
offered)
Degree
opportunities

A visit to the Houses of Parliament, during
which you will have the opportunity to meet
an MP, tour the Palace of Westminster and
watch the proceedings of the House of
Commons.
Participation in, and leadership of, political
events within the school.

Head of
Teaching &
Learning

How will you be taught?

Studying this A Level will equip you to read
any one of a wide range of degrees in Politics
and International Relations and will provide a
strong foundation for a degree or career in
Law.
Politics is also a natural companion to
Philosophy, Economics and History and
combined courses within these fields are
available at Russell Group universities.
Beyond this, A Level Politics will provide you
with skills which will facilitate any humanities
degree.
Mrs Z Khan

Two teachers will deliver A Level Politics. Lessons are classroom based and will involve a wide range of approaches to teaching
and learning, including group work, presentations, debates, problem solving, peer and self-assessment. You will learn in a
wide variety of ways, using news reports, documentaries, data analysis, satirical films and podcasts. You will be encouraged
to follow the news closely and to share relevant contemporary examples with your peers. You will develop higher level
thinking and essay writing skills.

What will the assessment look like?

A Level Unit 1 – UK Politics: Written examination: 2 hours; 33⅓% of the qualification; 84 marks
Section A: Political Participation
• One 30-mark question from a choice of two (each question uses a source) – students must complete one
of these.
• Plus one 30-mark question from a choice of two – students must complete one of these.
Section B: Core Political Ideas
• One 24-mark question from a choice of two.
A Level Unit 2 – UK Government: Written examination: 2 hours; 33⅓% of the qualification; 84 marks
Section A: UK Government
• One 30-mark question from a choice of two (each question uses a source) – students must complete one
of these.
• Plus one 30-mark question from a choice of two – students must complete one of these.
Section B: Non-core Political Ideas
• One 24-mark question from a choice of two.
A Level Unit 3 – Global Politics: Written examination: 2 hours; 33⅓% of the qualification; 84 marks
• Section A - One 12-mark question from a choice of two.
• Section B - One compulsory 12-mark question focused on comparative theories.
• Section C - Two 30-mark questions from a choice of three.
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Skills developed?
The A Level Politics courses will help you to develop skills of analysis and
critical evaluation. You will be encouraged to question evidence, weigh
arguments and defend your own point of view, both in writing and through
discussion. You will also have regular opportunities to develop your skills of
debate and presentation.

Why choose this course?

If we are to make informed choices in elections and our daily lives, we need
to understand politics. If you want to look behind the façade and find out how
things really work, then studying A Level Politics is the way to do it. If you
enjoy argument and debate, this is the place to find it. If you aspire to study
a humanities subject at university, this subject will equip you with vital skills.
If you would like to go into Law, A Level Politics will provide you with a
grounding in rights, justice and the legal systems of the UK and EU. If your
primary interest is in the sciences, this qualification will provide an excellent contrast, developing skills and knowledge which
will be relevant to you throughout life.
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Psychology
What will you study?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Social influence
Memory
Attachment
Approaches in Psychology
Psychopathology
Research methods
Biopsychology
Issues and Debates in Psychology
Cognition and Development
Schizophrenia
Aggression

Subject

Psychology

Key facts

Psychology is the scientific study of
mental processes and human
behaviour.

Subject specific
Extra-curricular
development
(e.g. trips/
visits/
conferences
offered)
Degree
opportunities

Psychology Review Magazine
Psychology Today Journal
Freud Museum
Science Museum

Specialist
Teacher

Ms J Alleyne

What will the assessment look like?
There are three A Level exams

Specialisms in Psychology such as
Forensic Psychology, Counselling,
Psychology with Clinical Psychology
and Sports & Exercise Psychology to
name a few. Also relevant for the
Sciences, Law, Sociology, Education.

Paper 1 – Introductory topics in Psychology. A written examination
assessing topics 1 - 4, Social influence, Memory, Attachment, and Psychopathology. The exam is 2 hours, 96 marks in total
and worth 33.3 of the A Level. Questions are multiple choice, short answer and extended writing.
Paper 2 – Psychology in context. A written examination assessing topics 5 - 7, Approaches in Psychology, Bio-Psychology
and Research methods. The exam is 2 hours, 96 marks in total and worth 33.3% of the A Level. Questions are multiple
choice, short answer and extended writing.
Paper 3 – Issues and options in Psychology – Schizophrenia, Aggression and Cognitive Development. The exam is 2 hours,
96 marks in total and worth 33.3% of the A Level. Questions are multiple choice, short answer and extended writing.

How will you be taught?
A wide variety of activities are used such as teacher-led discussions, student debates, group presentations, hands-on
experiments, independent research projects as well as traditional learning methods.

What skills are developed?
You will develop a good mix of subject specific skills as well as
transferable core skills. Subject specific skills will include understanding
particular theories and explanations of human behaviour, critical
thinking skills, and essay writing. You will be learning about
psychological research methods and will be able to analyse quantitative
and qualitative data. Transferable skills include time-management, the
ability to work with others, interpersonal and communication skills, and
the ability to critique evidence.

Why choose this course?
Psychology is the subject for you if you are fascinated by the idea of understanding more about people, as well as the
complexities of human behaviour, and also the brain and how it functions. During the course you will study a wide variety
of topic areas which you can often relate to, or have come across in your everyday life. The skills developed are
transferable and will prepare you for further study at university.
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Religious Studies
(Philosophy and Ethics of Religion)
What will you study?

Subject

YEAR 12:

Key facts

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arguments for the existence of God (The Design
argument, Ontological Argument and Cosmological
Argument)
Evil and Suffering
Religious Experience
Normative Ethical Theories (Natural Moral Law,
Fletcher and Situation Ethics, Aristotle and virtue
Ethics
Application of ethical theories
Component 2: Christianity or Judaism or Buddhism or
Islam or Hinduism:
Sources of wisdom and authority
God
Self, death and afterlife
Good conduct and key moral principles
Expressions of Religious Identity

Examination Board : AQA
Syllabus : Philosophy and Ethics of
Religion
Syllabus Number : 7062
Religious Philosophy
Religious Ethics
Development in Religious Thought

Subject specific
Extracurricular
development
(e.g. trips/
visits/
conferences
offered)
Degree
opportunities

Student conferences

Head of
Teaching &
Learning

Mr P Evans

BA Philosophy, Politics and
Economics
BA Religious Studies
BA Philosophy
BA Theology
BA Law
BS Medicine

YEAR 13:
Component 1:
• Religious Language
• Miracles
• Self, Death and Afterlife
• Ethics and Religion:
• Introduction to meta-ethics the meaning of right and wrong
• Free Will and Moral Responsibility
• Conscience
• Bentham and Kant: Utilitarianism and the Categorical Imperative
Component 2:
Christianity or Hinduism, Islam or Judaism or Buddhism. The chosen Religion of the candidate will focus on the
attitude of the World Religion to:
• Gender and Sexuality
• Science
• The challenge of secularism faced by the chosen World Religion
• The challenge of migration and Religious pluralism faced by the chosen World Religion.
Section B:
The dialogue between either Christianity, Buddhism, Islam, Hinduism, Judaism or Buddhism and Philosophy
The dialogue between either Christianity, Buddhism, Islam, Hinduism, Judaism or Buddhism and Ethics
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Examinations: The final Examination is at the end of Year 13 and consists of two three hour papers
(Philosophy and Ethics of Religion) and (Christianity or Buddhism, Hinduism or Islam or Judaism and the
dialogue between the chosen World Religion and Ethics / Philosophy).

Skills developed?
•
•
•
•
•
•

recall, select and deploy specified knowledge;
identify, investigate and analyse questions and issues arising
from the course of study;
use appropriate language and terminology in context;
interpret and evaluate philosophical concepts, issues and ideas,
the relevance of arguments and the views of scholars;
communicate, using reasoned arguments substantiated by
evidence;
develop the skill of making connections between the area(s) of
study chosen and other specified aspects of human experience.

Why choose this course?
Studying Religious Studies is an excellent preparation for students who are considering reading Philosophy,
Politics and Economics. It introduces students to philosophical thinking through its study of Philosophy of
Religion and Moral Philosophy (Ethics). Due to its Ethics component, the subject is useful for those who are
contemplating a career in Medicine. Furthermore, the subject’s emphasis on developing rigorous academic
thinking and strong arguments will be very useful for those who are considering a career in Law or Politics.
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